
















CRAFT

& CIDERS

JACK BLACK LAGER 39,95
DEVIL'S PEAK LAGER 36,95
CBC AMBER WEISS 500ML 58,95

CASTLE 30,95
CASTLE LITE DRAUGHT 500ML 41,95
BLACK LABEL 33,95
HANSA 30,95
CASTLE LITE 34,95
AMSTEL 30,95
MILLER DRAFT 34,95
WINDHOEK LAGER 32,95
WINDHOEK DRAUGHT 39,95
HEINEKEN 36,95
GUINNESS 48,95
CASTLE MILK STOUT 30,95
CORONA 39,95
SOL 41,95
HEINEKEN 0.0 36,95
CASTLE FREE 30,95
FLYING FISH LEMON 38,95
FLYING FISH APPLE 38,95

HUNTERS GOLD 37,95
HUNTERS DRY 37,95
HUNTERS EXTREME 41,95
SAVANNA LIGHT 38,95
SAVANNA DRY 38,95
SAVANNA ANGRY LEMON 38,95
SAVANNA LEMON NON ALCOHOLIC 36,95
SMIRNOFF SPIN 40,95
SMIRNOFF STORM 40,95

NEDERBURG DUET 42,95
NEDERBURG STEIN 42,95
NEDERBURG LYRIC 42,95
NEDERBURG ROSE 42,95
ROBERTSON NATURAL SWEET ROSE 42,95



295,95SPRINGFIELD LIFE FROM STONE
powerful wine with a flinty, mineral character true to the
quartz rock in which it is grown

250,95TOKARA
entices with inviting aromas of passion fruit and blackcurrent leaf subtly
interplayed with lemongrass and elderflower

265,95HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN KAALVOET MEISIE
classic french style wine exploding on the palate with green apple
and pear flavours. fresh racy acidity balanced by a lengthy dry
farewell

155,95WATERSIDE
unwooded chardonnay with a good firm acidity, a touch of lemon on the nose
& a full palate of citrus & melon flavours

187,95LABORIE
this elegant chardonnay has upfront litchi, lemon zest and pineapple aromas with 
undertones of raw almonds and green apple. the palate is fresh and delicate with 
a rich texture and a vibrant, lengthy finish.

359,95SPRINGFIELD WILD YEAST UNWOODED
using the native wild yeast that occur naturally on the skins of the grapes

179,95VAN LOVEREN DAYDREAM
a crisp off dry wine with upfront fresh floral flavours and a soft and fruity finish. 
chardonnay contributes elegance and crisp acidity whilst the Pinot Noir brings 
intensity and richness

245,95HAUTE-CABRIERE
this well loved chardonnay-driven blend has aromas of tropical
& citrus fruit with juicy red apple flavours & a light off-dry finish

All Wines Subject To Availability. R50 Corkage Charge Per Bottle

PONGRACZ 339,95
PONGRACZ ROSE 339,95
KRONE BOREALIS BRUT 349,95
KRONE BOREALIS NIGHT NECTAR DEMI-SEC 349,95
KRONE BOREALIS NIGHT NECTAR DEMI-SEC ROSE 349,95

JC LE DOMAINE 179,95
JC LA CHANSON 179,95
JC LA FLEURETTE 179,95
JC LA FLEURETTE NON ALCOHOLIC 179,95
ANNABELLE CUVèE ROSè  199.95
ANNABELLE CUVèE BLANCHE 199.95

MOET & CHANDON IMPERIAL BRUT N/V 1 450,95
VEUVE CLICQUOT 1 590,95
MOET & CHANDON IMPERIAL ROSE N/V 1 690,95

145,95

175,95

149,95

ROBERTSON
full bodied with powerful varietal flavours of bell-pepper, green apple and
freshly cut grass. Good structure with lovely balancing acidity

PORCUPINE RIDGE
bold with lashings of gooseberries, loads of fresh intensity
& a lingering aftertaste

195,95

VAN LOVEREN
this hugely popular sauvignon blanc has a typical grassy character. It is an aromatic 
and full-bodied wine with hints of melon & figs on the palate, robust character and an 
elegant, lingering finish

DURBANVILLE HILLS
loaded with upfront gooseberry & cut grass, a hint of minerality
& complemented with a crisp clean finish

58,95

65,95

175,95VAN LOVEREN
a dry, well balanced wine with clean citrus and light smokey and nutty tones on 
the palate

185,95ALVI’S DRIFT
the palate is full, balanced and lingering with a hint of citrus, white chocolate
and vanilla pods

185,95SPIER SIGNATURE
flavours of grapefruit, lime, yellow apple, banana, pear and hints of vanilla 
and butterscotch on the nose. pleasant acidity and a good balance

59,95

59,95

155,95LEOPARDS LEAP CHARDONNAY UNWOODED
well-rounded, the palate reveals flavours of ripe melon and lemon zest,
accompanied by lovely biscuit nuances that leave a lingering after taste

179,95DURBANVILLE HILLS
slight creamy character with a touch of vanilla & hazelnut at the end

187,95LABORIE 
this layered Sauvignon blanc shows prominent aromas of granadilla, cut grass 
and tropical fruit, with hints of lime and minerality. the fresh and zesty palate is 
well balanced with a linear acidity and fruity finish.



126,95DARLING CELLARS CHENIN BLANC/SAUVIGNON BLANC
explosion of tropical and citrus notes on your nose that follow through on your
mid palate. well structured with a fresh citrus lingering aftertaste covered by
pineapple and lemony undertones

145,95ZONNEBLOEM BLANC DE BLANC
a blend of chenin & sauvignon blanc, chenin being the leading
varietal. lovely intense fruity palate with a firm off-dry finish

165,95FLEUR DU CAP NATURAL LIGHT
the every afternoon drinking wine, fresh racy acidity in perfect harmony with fresh
apple flavours

320,95SPRINGFIELD MISS LUCY
unique blend of sauvignon blanc, semillon and pinot gris bursts with
citrus pamplemousse flavours

179,95BUITENVERWACHTING BUITEN BLANC
uncomplicated sauvignon & chenin blanc blend with a green style
character & a slightly sweet aftertaste

175,95THEUNISKRAAL CAPE
an old favourite. classic green style cape riesling with upfront fruit flavours on
the palate & well supported by a lingering acidity & a slight minerality

All Wines Subject To Availability. R50 Corkage Charge Per Bottle

135,95DARLING CELLARS ARUM FIELDS
this lightly wooded fermented chenin has citrus driven aromas
on the nose, cool apple, pear & passion fruit on the palate.
made from bush vines

169,95SPIER SIGNATURE
crisp and fruity with green guava, pear, apples and hints of litchi

255,95CASAL GARCIA VINHO VERDE
this light yellow–green colour blend of loureiro & trajadura has
a crisp acidity, light in body and lively on the palate

205,95ALLESVERLOREN
on the palate this medium bodied wine shows nice ripe stone fruit, great balanced
acidity and a smooth elegant finish

130,95NEDERBURG LYRIC
softly-styled with fresh and fruity flavours, celebrating a journey
with the love of winemaking at heart

155,95KEN FORRESTER PETIT
a youthful fresh wine with quince and pear drop flavours. earlier
picked freshness shows on palate with green apple and grapefruit flavours

129,95NEDERBURG
abundant aromas of pineapple, apricots and guava. semi-sweet with fresh
fruit flavours and a pleasant finish



129,95NEDERBURG ROSE
light to medium bodied with sweet red fruit characteristics

133,95ROBERTSON NATURAL SWEET ROSE
the Natural Sweet Range is made in its very own unique way by blending varietals
to showcase fruity and fresh, floral flavours

249,95HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN BLOOS
five varietal bordeaux style rosé with loads of cherry flavours on the
palate & a long dry finish

150,95THE WOLFTRAP DRY ROSE
deep salmon colour with aromas of red cherr, pomegranate, and roses. deep
flavours of cherry and red berry fruits with natural acidity. ends clean and fresh with
a note of maraschino cherry

LABORIE
this cabernet sauvignon is round and rich, offering aromas of red fruit, wild 
berries and blackcurrant with hints of tobacco leaf, spice and almonds. the 
palate is elegant and juicy, with a refined tannin structure and seamless finish.

210,95

195,95ALLESVERLOREN TINTA ROSE
fresh raspberries and cherries on the palate with a hint of vanilla. exhibiting a
perfect sugar/acid balance, it has a delicious lingering aftertaste

160,95NEDERBURG 56 HUNDRED
this range of refreshing, fruity and smooth-drinking wines takes its name from
the price of fifty-six hundred guilders that Phillippus Wolvaart paid in 1791 for the farm
he was to name Nederburg

LEOPARDS LEAP
mocha & dark chocolate leaps from the glass with upfront cassis
flavours on the palate

180,95

WARWICK FIRST LADY
earthy on the nose, with well integrated spicy undertones &
a slight minerality on the finish

255,95

NEDERBURG 56 HUNDRED
lovely aromas of ripe berries, currants and dark violets with nuances of dark
chocolate and oak in the background

165,95

PORCUPINE RIDGE
aromas of cigar box & spice dominate the bouquet flavours
of dark fruit & well balanced wood & fruit tannin

175,95

55,95

179,95ROBERTSON
rich, dark red colour with ripe, punchy, plum flavours, sweet black cherry
and a velvet finish

195,95VAN LOVEREN
lightly oaked wine with soft strawberry and vanilla notes on the nose and a
rich fruity palate with balanced tannins that ensures easy drinking

205,95DURBANVILLE HILLS
easy drinking merlot with earthy aromas on the nose with deep
black fruit on the palate & complemented with a firm finish

210,95SPIER SIGNATURE
the wine shows rich plum and red berry aromas, with mouth-watering
caramel and a hint of smoky tobacco. a velvety-smooth palate shows
subtle oak and lingering berry flavours

65,95

67,95

210,95SPIER SIGNATURE
dark plum in colour, aromas of white pepper, ginger and fruit

All Wines Subject To Availability. R50 Corkage Charge Per Bottle

ROBERTSON RUBY CAB
medium-bodied and rich in flavour with very soft tannins which make the wine
approachable within just a couple of months after the vintage

145,95

189,95ALVI’S DRIFT
the aromas on the nose are a subtle blend of white pepper and red berries
with a hint of vanilla and chocolate

245,95NEDERBURG
a blend of shiraz and pinotage, it’s juicy berry fruit is offset
by alluring notes of spice and smokiness

310,95TOKARA
an interesting mix of five spice with blackberries and mulberries
and a floral undertone

205,95DURBANVILLE HILLS
sweet fruit and spice combines well on the palate with soft tannins
and mouth watering finish



195,95VAN LOVEREN JAVA
flavours of vibrant plum and ripe berry fruit on the palate. has an intense
aroma of roasted coffee beans

235,95BEYERSKLOOF
the household name for pinotage in S.A. easy drinking with black
& red berry flavours

235,95BARISTA
intense aromas with a bouquet of rich chocolate, freshly brewed coffee,
sour cherries & meaty, smokey, savoury hints

227,95KWV 
seductively rich varietal characteristics with aromas of ripe mulberries, 
plums and fruitcake. the sweet, juicy tannins carry hints of vanilla on 
the palate. rich cuts of red meat, well-aged cheese or game dishes 
are ideal culinary partners to this wine although it is just as fine when 
savoured by itself.

195,95VAN LOVEREN BLUE VEL
upfront fruity flavours of raspberries and cranberries, with earthy tones and
cherry on the palate

590,95HAUTE CABRIERE
earthy & cherry undertones are well supported by tea leaf
& red fruit bouquet

All Wines Subject To Availability. R50 Corkage Charge Per Bottle

129,95NEDERBURG DUET
a blend of shiraz and pinotage, it’s juicy berry fruit is offset by alluring
notes of spice and smokiness. medium to full-bodied with velvety fruit,
cinnamon and integrated oak flavours

179,95NEDERBURG BARONNE
a blend of cabernet sauvignon and shiraz

259,95LA MOTTE MILLENIUM
a dusty, earthy nose with raspberry and mulberry fruit, cinnamon spice and
a hint of mint, promising a complex wine

460,95RUPERT & ROTHCHILD CLASSIQUE
classic cab / merlot blend with a seductive smokiness,
well integrated tannin structure & a long bold finish

495,95ANTHONIJ RUPERT OPTIMA
hints of cinnamon and cocoa overlay fruitcake and blackberry
fruit with a light oak presence on the nose

569,95THE CHOCOLATE BLOCK
rich & ripe with hints of chocolate & a mix of spice & pepper at the end

410,95WARWICK THREE CAPE LADIES
aromas of cloves & sandalwood leaps from the glass
with ripe berry fruit & supple tannins

155,95ZONNEBLOEM NOIR DE NOIR
red cherries on the nose, followed by hints of sweet vanilla and oak spices. a
medium-bodied wine with ripe and juicy red fruit, hints of vanilla

210,95LABORIE MERLOT CABERNET SAUVIGNON
this wine is smooth, elegant and juicy. it has aromas of raspberry, black olive, 
crushed herbs and cigar box. the prominent tannin structure carries hints of sweet, 
cedary oak on the palate that flows seamlessly into a fresh, lingering finish.

229,95DELHEIM CAB SHIRAZ
prunes, blue berries with undertones of spice and dark chocolate. the palate
lingers with flavours of fruit supported by silky tannins

52,95

149,95THE WOLFTRAP RED
shiraz / mouvedre & viognier blend with dried fruit on the bouquet
& a spicy red fruit flavoured palate

285,95KANONKOP KADETTE CAPE BLAND
the bright ruby colour of this wine in complemented on the nose by attractive
aromas of red currants, cherries, spice and a touch of mocha. the palate is lively
and fresh, with succulent raspberry flavours

440,95HERMANUSPITERSFONTEIN - KLEINBOET
classic bordeaux with upfront black olive & mushroom flavours
& a rich cashew nut finish
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